In our community many people feel like organizing food donations in memory of their beloved ones. Sometimes due to lack of enough man power, constraints of time, where to donate and when to organise we are unable to donate food even if we want to.

With the help and support of Bhartiya Sanskriti Darshan Trust you can now fulfil this wish. By visiting the Institute you can register the name of your beloved person / or in memory of that person and the date /day when you wish to conduct the food donation every year and thereby serve food/snacks to cancer patients with your own hands thereby fulfilling the wish of food donation.

Thus this task undertaken by you can be served consistently by the next generations as well. In your presence or absence the Institute will take the responsibility of conducting this sacred task on the mentioned date and day by also giving recognition to your name. For fulfilling this purpose you pay the institute Rs. 1,00,000/- (One Lac only) and tax benefits also assured through u/s 80G of I.T. Act. Thereby you can always indulge in food donation and pay respect and love to your beloved ones.

This institute is working since 1954 and conducting various good activities nationally and internationally. Cancer project established in 1994 has its centres at Pune, Mumbai, Solapur, Kolhapur, Nashik, Aurangabad and New-Delhi.

Be a part of this splendid act of Food Donation Scheme and seek blessing of numerous Cancer patients which will surely give you enormous mental satisfaction.

: CONTACT :
Bhartiya Sanskriti Darshan Trust’s
INTEGRATED CANCER TREATMENT AND RESEARCH CENTRE
Vishwashantidham, Kesnand Road, Wagholi, Pune – 412 207, Maharashtra
Phone No. : 020-67346000 / 91-9545508890
Email : accounts_ahrd@bsdt.in